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r. INTRODUCTION 

This report was prepared in response to a request for technical assistance 
from Sampson County, North Carolina, in the form of an assessment of tile 
Sheriff's Department communications system. The Sheriff's original request asked 
that the c9nsultan~ ~ropose mana~ement, procedural, and equipment changes to im
prove workl11g condltl0ns, effect1Veness, and the efficiency of the Communications 
Division. 

The consultant assigned was Mr. R. James Evans, and those involved in 
the processing of the request included: 

Requesting Agency: 

State Planning Agency: 

Approving Agency: 

Background 

A.V. Fryar, Chief Dispatcher 
Sampson County Sheriff's Department 
Clinton, North Carolina. 

Catherine R. Rieger, 
Technical Assistance Coordinator, 
Division of Crime Control, 
Raleigh, North Carolina. 

Mr. Robert O. Heck 
Police Specialist, 
LEAA Office of Regional Operations. 

Sampson County, North Carolina, is located in the east-central part of 
the state approximately 60 miles southeast of the capital city, Raleigh. 
The main industry is farming, with the major crops being tobacco and cotton. 
There are 5,565 farms within the county's 9,445 square miles. The population 
of the county is slowly increasing, as shown by the last two census reports. 
For example, 1970 indicated 45,000 population and the 1975 report showed 
48,000 people, for a population density of 50.1 persons per square mile. The 
city of Clinton is the county seat of Sampson County, has a population of 
over 10,000, and lies approximately in the center of the rich farming area. 
The Sampson County Sheriff's Department has 21 sworn officers, 9 auxiliary 
officers, and 7 civilians. 

The Sheriff's office and record center are located in the County Court 
House, while the jail facilities and the associated communications center are 
located a few blocks away. 

Methodolog~ 

The assignment required three basic tasks: first, the problem was dis-
cussed with t·lr. Graham R. Butler, Sheriff of Sampson County, and his Chief 
Deputy, Mr. Landis Lee. The Sheriff explained the communications problem as 
essentially resulting from an ever-increasing number of incoming telephone 
calls and radio dispatches to vehicles to the point that one dispatcher per 
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shift has difficulty in. properly handling tile work load. 

A second task involved a complete review of the existing communications 
center and its operation. The Communications Division of the Sheriff's De
partment has the responsibility for countywide dispatch of all pplice, fire, 
and rescue service with the exception of those for the city of Clinton. The 
county agency is similiar to many in the country that have found the need 
for services to the public to have increased very rapidly over the past several 
years, so that the departmental staff, even though expanded, has difficulty in 
meeting the requests for service. 

The third task was the ev~luation of the existing communications, its 
management, procedures, and equipment capability. Following tIlese tasks, the 
consultant was able to formulate several ideas for improvement. 

The report will provide both immediate and long-range recommendations in 
the area of management, procedures, and equipment capability in an attempt to 
correct the present workload difficulties. 

The local personnel interviewed during the on-site phase of the assign
ment on January 19-23, 1978, were as follows: 

Mr. Graham R. Butler 
Sheriff of Sampson County 

Mr. Landis Lee 
Deputy Sheriff 
Sampson County 

Mr. A. V. Fryar 
Chief Dispatcher 
Sampson County 

~Ir. R. L. Farmer 
Dispatcher 
Sampson County 

Ms. Catherine R. Rieger 
Technical Assistance 
Division of Criminal Control 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
(via telephone) 

Mr. Henry Avants 
Criminal Justice Planner 
Fayetteville, North Carolina 
(via telephone) 
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II. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

The primary objectives of this assignment were to review and evaluate 
the activities of the Communications Division, concentrating on its management 
~rocedures, and equipment, in an effort to improve working c6nditions, effec
tiveness, and efficiency. 

Communications personnel are responsible for answering 15 telephone lines 
betvleen 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday and 17 lines after 5 p.m. and 
on \'Ie~kends. They dispatch for 18 Sheriff's Department units, 6 rescue squads, 
5 police departments in the county, 13 units consisting of the dog warden, 
coroner, various fire departments, and the Forestry Service, and 5 units for 
the North Carolina Justice Academy Security. 

Discussions of the 'problem with departmental personnel indicated a num
ber of internal influences that would tend to inhibit i~nediate correction 
of major problems. One influence ;s budgetary, primarily the lack of funds 
for additional p~rsonnel or larger quarters for the communications operation. 
This budgetary problem is believed to be the direct result of the lack of 
maj or indus tri es and the tax base they coul d provi de in the county. Another 
influence on the problem is the general increase in workload that has resulted 
from the necessity to dispatch calls for the county fire and rescue service. 
The rescue calls take considerably more of the operators I time than do the 

.police or fire dispatch functions. 

Man'agement of Communi cati ons 

Analysis of the management of the Communications Division indicated that 
sr~e improvements could possibly be made in the area of the dispatchers I work 
s'-fledule. The present management structure for communications and records is 
shO\>Jn in Fi gure 1. The Chi ef Deputy Sheri ff works di rectly for the Sheri ff 
and has a large number of departmental functions und\;r his control. The Chief 
Dispatcher works directly for the Chief Deputy Sheriff and has full charge of 
the Communications Divjsion. A monthly report is prepared by the Chief Dis~ 
patcher (see copy provided in Appendix A) that provides monthly totals of the 
activities, calls received, calls dispatched, man~hours worked, etc. The fire 
and rescue cal1s, which are listed separately on the report, show a higher 
percentage of rescue calls over fire calls. The calls for police assistance 
are recorded on a complaint report (see Figure 2), which is used to records 
the event and make the initial request or dispatch to the field officer, if 
his assistance is required. The field officer then completes the call or 
assignment and files a more detailed report (see Figure 3) with the Records 
Division, termed the complaint investigative report. The reGords clerk is 
then responsible for recording all information on the event or complaint and 
for assembling the monthly Uniform Crime Report (UCR) information. 

A sample work schedule for the dispatchers is given in Appendix B. 
Several schedules were reviewed by the consultant, and each indicated shift 
hours varying from 6 to 12 hours per day, The l2-hours shifts are usually on 
the weekend and are scheduled by the Chief Dispatcher to provide time off for 
two dispatchers over Saturday and Sunday. The 6-hour shifts are usually during 
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INFORMATION 
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.-~-----------------
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Complaint R~port SAMPSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT File No. ____ _ 

LoealioJ) of Complain l ___ ... 

COll1plainanl ___________ - _________ Address ________________ _ 

Pholle ___ _ 

Received by _________ _ 

Person D 
Phone 
Radio 

o 
o 

Time ____ __".----- MOnte - ____ _ 19-

Time Out-_______ Time Arrived _______ _ 

Summary: - _______________________________________ _ 

F·7501 - Rov, 1·75 CPC Record~d By: Investigating Officer(s): 
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FiGurG 3 - Complaint .'oport 
by Officer 

~:. AOO':'''~~~-l.---- __ ___ ___ _.. _I~ ADDi' .___ ___ -----.l~"::N-~---. 
13,VICTIM'SPHONE 17.DA-rE!REPORTE:D 18.TIME~EPORTEDAM 19. HOW REPORTE:D 20.RCCEIVEDBV 21. OFFiceR ASSN'P. 

__ ... ____ . ___ .... ___ L. ___ / : PM R T P a ____ . ____ ._. 

DETAILS 
22.PEASON(S) ATTACKED /I"AOPERTY ATTACKED 25. VEHICLE(S) USF.D_ .. ___________ . __ ~._, __ .... _ ••. _ ... 

23, HOW An'ACKED 

26. WITNESS , •. __ .... _. ____________ •. __ • ___ ... __ ," 

27, ADDRESS 

24. CAUSE/OBJEC1' 01" ATTACK 

27. ADDRESS 

28. REMARKS / DETAILS OF OFFENSE (CIRCUMSTANCES, ACTION TAKEN, INTERVIEWS, EVIDENCE, ETC.) 

-.---_._---_ ....... _ .. _ .... ---_ ... _-_.-----------------,---------_._---'------
--~------'-'--------'--'------ ----------------------------
--.------.-.------------_._-_. - •. ---------------------------------
-~-.-.. ---,----.--.-.-------.-------.------------.----.. --------------_._ .... -------_._-----, .. ~-------------_._-_. --_ ... -----_._------
---,---~-----~-.--.----------

--,---------_._-,-------------------------------------_._------------
--.----------.--~-~--.-------------------------------------------------------------"--------.. - .. -------... ~----
.... '-~-'------"'--- -_. __ . -------,---_._---_._._------._-----------------
.. -.. --~---.--.--~ .. -------------------.-------- ._------------

-----------------------,----
-'----------.---~~------------ ._----------------'-----------_._---
.. -_ .. " ... _., .. _---------------------------_.------------------------

29, CASe: ST AT US 

OPERMANENT 1"1 LE OCENERAL FILE 

OPENDINC OINACTIVE OCLOSED 

OINVESTICATION OCOURT 
OX'CLEARED 

tJCL. AR t~r;.ST OUNFOUNDEO 

30. SICNED---IN-V-E-S-T.I"C-A-TI-N-C-O •. f'"-F'-I-C-E-R---- DATE ___ _ 

31. SICNED ________________ DATE 

SUPERVISOR -------

~~ 1f1400 ~--------------------------------------6--------------------------------~ 
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PERSONS ARRESTED 

, 32. NAMe (l.AST FIRST MIDDL.E) 133. ALIAS OR NICt<.NAMEj34. COMPL.I::TE ADDRf!S'S---

3?RAC~rQ~~X :.~~~(:~:~B(hl __ 36: ~~CE6F BIRTH __ ' ___ =r: HEIG~lr~W~IG~~~~t~~.~Y·~~]~~~~l~~i~.-~. 
~COMPL.EXION 44. SQC.~ECU~ITY NO. 45. OCCUPATI.:~_._]~~~~ DESCRIPTIVE INF:.=-==~':RKS' DR:~~'_~i~~:. 
-,r7. .... D-ATET·ffME-·--~--.rQ:-CI:fARGi(SI 49. DOCKET OR Cll". NO. 50. COURT DATE 51. DISPOSITION . 

i 32. NAME (LAST FIRST MIDDLE) 133. ALIAS oR"NiCKNAME 34. COMPLETE AODRESS • 

35.RACEr6.SE~r7:D/ltoTa·/H-rLACE OF BIRTH .• _____ L~IGHT 140.W.:;~tit l~l~YES 142. H~ 

43'COMPL.EXI~~I44. :OC~Ec_~~rr~~~C=~.~N 146. OTHER DESCRIPTIVE INFOAMATION (SCARS,MARKS,DRESS, ETC.) 

47. DATE & TIME 46. CHARGE(S) 49. DOCI<'ET OR CIT. NO. 50. COURT DATE 51. OISPOSITION 

~==========~~-==--====-="~"-~-="'=--~"="~"'='''~-=''-~-=-'=. ===~==~=-~ .. ==~=======-======.= .. =========-======-==================~ 
STOLEN PROPERTY 

I----------~-·----------·~------·----------------------------·--------------_r·---------~---------------.--

52. QUANTITY 53. PRqPERTY (YEAR, MAKE, MODEL, STYLE, COLOR, SIZE, SERIAL NUMBER, ETC.) 

54. 
ESTIMATED 
VALUE 

RECOVERED PROPE R1' Y 

5S: . .oATE SQ. VAl.ug 

f------I----.----e··---·--·--------------------t-·-----II----11----

I----+---·-------------------------j----~----t-- .. ···· 

1------+------·--------------,----------4-----4---+---,· 

~----~------------.-----------------------------------------~---------~------_t------.~ 

1-----+------·---------···--·-·-----------------1---.....:....-1,----'·-\-----\ 

~-------+----------------.----,----------------------------------~------_f-----_1-------

I HEREBY AC'~NOWL.EDGE RECEIPT or: THE 
ABOVE RECOVERED PFlOPERTY. 63. SIGNED • _ DATE 

OFFICEH AUTHORIZING RELEASE 
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the middle of the week. The variation in working hour's may be necessary due 
to the limited manpower in the Communications Division. It was noted that 
each dispatcher has accumulated overtime hours during the month. To provide 
necessary manpower for three shifts per day for seven days per week, it takes 
a staff of 5.2 persons, yet only 4 persons are assigned for this duty. There 
are four road officers with dispatching experience or training who could be 
assigned during peak periods or during sick or annual leave periods. The 
general management of the communications center was found to be satisfactory 
by the consultant, since the staff of 4 dispatchers get the job done very 
expertly, even though the job requires odd shift hours and over-time work. 

Procedural and Operational 

The procedures used by the dispatcher involve a number of functions re
quiring use of the telephone and radio. As stated previously, there are 5 
telephone instruments in the dispatch office. These instruments can be 
switched to anyone of 17 incoming trunk lines. Between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on 
weekdays, personnel in the Sheriff's office answer calls from the public on 
two of the 1 i nes and have the abil ity to di spatch the i nformati on to mobil e 
units on one of two remote control consoles at that location. The Sheriff's 
personnel will then complete a complaint from on the call received. Several 
areas of the county have toll-free circuits into Clinton, thus providing citi
zens with easy access for emergency calls. 

The radio dispatcher also answers all telephone calls for the jail area. 
A considerable number of these calls are transferred to the jailer for deci
sions. 

... 
Procedures for handling of a citizen's call requiring assistance of the 

police, fire, or rescue squads is as follows: 

Rescue 

1. Call is received from the citizen and the information recorded 
on a log sheet. 

2. The dispatcher manually actuates the coded alarm that rings at 
the rescue squad office. 

3. If no response from the rescue squad after 4 minutes, the alarm 
is repeated every 4 minutes until the squad ansers. 

4. When the rescue squad is ready and in their vehicle, the codes for 
assistance and street directions will be given via radio to the unit. 

5. If the squad requires further directions or other assistance during the 
run, the dispatcher will assist. 

6. After arriving at the scene, the squad will call by radio to the dis
pa tcller to veri fy the call, whether an emergency or not' and if the 
hospital should be notified. 

7. If the squad is required to take the patient to the hospital, then the 
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dispatcher will notify the proper hospital pt:!rsonnel of the type of 
emergency and arrival time. 

8. In some emergency cases it is necessary for the dispatcher to notlfy 
police units to assist in intersection blocks to allow the rescue unit 
to arrive safely at the hospital. 

The entire call and dispatch operation may cover an elapsed time of 10 
to 30 minutes per call. 

Fi re -. 
Fire calls follow the same procedure as the rescue calls. Additional 

on-the-scene help is often required during fires, such as naed of electrica1 
department, rescue squad, and police assistance. Tho dispatcher must stay in 
contact with the fire units until the fire squad clears. All 12 fire depart
ments in the county are dispatched by the Sheriff's Department, the only ex
ception being the Clinton Fire Department. The fire call and dispatch 
operation consumes approximately the same amount of time as the rescue call. 

Police 

A police call for assistance f~om the citizen is recorded on a complaint 
form and the vehicle dispatched by the operator. Some follow-up may be re
quired by the dispatcher. The final record involving the police event is typed 

. on a form by the dispatcher and sent daily to the records section. In the 
case of the police dispatch sel~vice, thel~e are five towns in the county that 
normally accept their own citizens' calls and dispatch the messages; however 
after 5 p.m. and on weekends, or when necessary fOI~ the officer to leave the 
office, he will switch the telephone line to the Sheriff's office and the 
call can be answered by the Sheriff's dispatcher. The dispatcher then handles 
the Ndio dispatch to the local town unit. 

The operational procedures for the dispatching of radio-equipped vehicles 
use a numbel~ of "10" codes that reduce the verbal messages on-the-ai r, thus 
allowing a greater nu~ber of messages to be handled. 

Police car status (unit in or out of service and location) is presently 
handled by voice to and from the police cars, and the information is recorded 
manually on a form by the dispatcher. This chore is not required of the fire 
and rescue units, since they are in the garage except when alerted by the 
dispatcher. 

Additional operational duties of the dispatcher are: Answering calls 
and dispatching information for the dog wardens and the coroners; calls for 
mental health after 5 p.m. and on weekends; referral calls to Department of 
Forestry on large \'JOodland fires; referral calls 1:0 State Highway Patrol and 
Department of Transportation; working with adjacent counties over the ALERT 
radio system during mutual aid operations; answering alarms and dispatching 
units (private alarms for businesses); J;::5Q of the Police Information Network 
terminal (PIN) for license and criminal\~I\1.anted checks and making copies of 
returned PIN information on the printer for o-fficers' use. 
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Eguipment 

Existing radio equipment and associated accessories is discussed below. 
The propagation of radio signals to and from the mobile units appears to be 
adequate for the type of serVices required in the county. Some outlying 
county areas were. reported to have poor reception spots for a distance of 
a fel.." feet; however, this is probably due to the use of the UHF frequency 
that can bG' affected by buildings and wires in this area. Usually a move
ment of a few feet corrects the problem. 

Most of the equipment (hardware) is up-to-date and performs satisfac
torily. The equipment maintenance is performed on a on-call basis by a 
private contractor, Piedmont Communications in Fayetteville, N.C. 

The communications center has the following accessories: 

1. Main control console that controls the remote trans
mitters and recei vers on tile fo 11 owi ng channe 1 s: 

Channel l-----Transmit UHF 460.200 MHz 
Receiver UHF 465.200 MHz 
Use: Rescue squad and Sheriff's vehicles. 
Type: Remote radio repeater located at 

the county complex. 
Power of transmitter--1l0 watts. 
Tower heigllt--320 ft. 

Channel 2-----Transmit and receive UHF 460.200 MHz 
Use: Mobile car to car, (talk-around repeater) 
Power of mobile transmitter, 110 watts. 

Channel 3-----Transmit and receive, VHF 1£5.190 MHz 
Use: Intercity. 
Power of transmitter--45 watts. 
Tower Height--120 ft. 

Channel 4-----Transmit and receive VHF 154.220 MHz 
Use: Fire departmen+s. 
Power of transmitter--110 watts. 
Tower height--120 ft. 

Channel 5-----Transmit UHF 460.375 MHz 
Receive UHF 465.375 MHz 
Use: Mutual aid (ALERT system) 

2. The control ~;nsole features a tone encoder system used 
to alert rescue and fire squads after the dispatcher re
ceives a call for their services. 

3. A scanner receiver is provided for monitoring several 
frequencies in the area, such as the utilities. 
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4. A C.B. set is available to monitor channel 9 during any 
emergency. 

5. The PIN computer termi na 1 and pri nter are connected to 
the state and Federal criminal justice files and provide 
immediate responses to license and registration checks, 
criminal warrants, stolen property, etc. 

6. An eight-channel recorder (dual head) is used to record 
the police and rescue telephone calls and all radio chan
nels user on the console. Fire calls are not presently 
recorded. 

7. The security private alarm systems are of two types, one 
self-dialing to the telephone instrument from the remote 
location and the other with an alarm terminal in the com
munications room. The self-dialing unit has approximately 
50 subscti bers and has requi red answeri ng by the di spatcher 
about 24 times during the past year. 

8. The communications center at the jail and the remote trans
mitting stations are provided with emergency power plants 
with automatic start during any failure of the commercial 
power. 

The entire communications office is in a room that is approximately 
8 x 8 feet. The equipment placement requires all but a space 3 x 5 feet. 
The space is too confined for a second person to assist during emergencies 
and also requires that the PIN terminal be placed back of the operator 
rather than at his side or in front of him. The front position would allow 
him to read messages to the mobile units directly from the cathode ray tube. 
Discussions with personnel indicate that at one time there were plans to 
move to larger quarters at. the county center, but this plan did not 
materialize. There will be space available adjacent to the jail when the 
library moves to a ne~" location. A long-range improvement would be the 
construction of a new jail and Sheriff's Office with a separate communi
cations center. 
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III. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The on-site review of the dispatch functions of the Sheriff's Depart-
ment and consultations with personnel in the office have produced the following 
conclusions that would provide the basis for upgrading the management and 
operations of the communications center: 

FINDING: The eXisting 5 telephones with 17 lines cannot 
adequately be handled by a lone operator during 
emergencies or busy traffic periods. 

CONCLUSION: The present communications office had 5 telephone with 
17 lines divided among them. These lines are for po
lice, fire, and rescue calls throughout the county. 
One additional telephone is located in the operating 
room that connects into a public elevator in one of 
the larger buildings in the area; however, it has 
seldom been used and therefore does not add consi
derably to the workload of the operator. DUring 
busy periods, the many incoming lines tend to be 
busy with rescue or police calls that prevent the 
di spatcher from gi vi ng proper attenti or, tc hi s radi G 

dispatching duties. This ptoblem can be somewhat 
alleviated by the installation of a single tele
phone instrument containing all 17 incoming lines 
and proper line hold accessories. The operator can 
answer the ringing lines and place the non-emergen
cies in a hold condition until he completes the emer
gency call. 

FINDING: Improvements in operation are required. 

CONCLUSION: Several minor operational improvements can be made 
in the dispatcher's area. These include the use of 
a headset for the operator with key switching from 
telephone to radio, which reduces the number of 
manual operations and makes for a f~ster operation. 
Removing the incoming jail calls from the dispatcher's 
lines and having the jailer answer these calls would 
reduce some of the dispatcher's work load. 

FINDING: The dispatcher's operating space is too small. 

CONCLUSION: The existing operating space room, 8 x 8 feet, is too 
small to contain all of the equipment and the communi
cations operation. A slight amount of desk space can 
be obtained by moving the logging recorder to another 
location and extending the operating desk by 3 feet. 
The actual room size should be approximately 15 x 20 
feet to provide two dispatcher positions and have the 
equipment conveniently located. 

-12-
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FINDING: The dispatchers' work hours are erratic. 

CONCLUSION: The Variation in work-hour shifts from 6 to 12 
may not be making the best use of manpower. The 
management should consider a standard schedule with 
8-hour shifts if possible and occasionally use field 
personnel for pass day relief. The schedule should 
allow the Chief Dispatcher some extra time to assist 
in the center operation during the busy shifts. 

FINDING: Train all new officers in communications room 
procedures. 

CONCLUSION: Presently there are four field officers who are 
capable of operating in the dispatch office. It 
appears that each new officer should receive the 
dispatch experience as part of the basic training. 
This would improve his/her cohcept of the duties 
and responsibilities in the office and at the same 
time provide a good segment of trained dispatcher 
personnel to use during emergencies. 

FINDING: Additional personnel will be required in the future 
unless some of the functions of the dispatcher are 
reduced. 

CONCLUSION: The consultant is of the opinion that one additional 
dispatcher shOUld be added in the future to be used 
during the busy hour periods. This addition will de
pend upon operating space and whether or not the county 
can afford additional personnel. If the functions of 
rescue and fi re \lle\~e removed from the present di spatch 
load, it would not be necessary to add anyone; however, 
to remove these functions would require the county to 
set up another 24-hour operation. The Sheriff advised 
that it was not possible to add personnel at this time. 

FINDING: The county should have a communications manual. 

CONCLUSION: The Sheriff's Department should prepare an updated 
communications manual covering the dispatch functions 
the operation, and the responsibilities of the office. 
This would provide the present operators with direction 
and would assist in training of new dispatchers. 

FINDING: Communications and records need to be more closely 
associated. 

CONCLUSION: It would be adVisable to have a closer connection be
tween communications and records if space permits in 
the future. The records clerk would be able to enter 
and receive information from the PIN terminal and 
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assist the dispatcher on telephone calls. The dis
patcher could send his complaint forms directly to 
the record clerk without typing, thus reducing one 
operating function for each police request received. 

Rescue squad radio operations on the police frequency 
appear to be in violation of FCC rules, 

The rescue squad radio units are presently being 
dispatched on the police channel of 460.200 MHz, 
which is allocated by FCC for police use only. This 
may be in violation of Rule No. 89.303 which states 
"Stations in the Police Radio Service are authorized 
to transmit communications essential to official police 
activities of the license\~." It would be advisable to 
determine from the FCC if this is a legal operation. 

Automatic car status (data) units could be installed 
to'reduce manual operations in the office and pro-
vide a more positive and accurate recordings. 

The implementation of status units in the police 
vehicles could relieve the dispatcher from consi
derable manual writing and voice messages to the 
vehicle. The status unit will allow the officer 
to push one of a series of buttons on his radio 
control head and send a pre-programmed message 
and his car number to the dispatch center. This 
positive information will show on an indicator 
and does not require the dispatcher's attention 
while on other emergency telephone messages. The 
present method requires the dispatcher to keep a 
status log. The log contains more information 
than would be available from the car data unit. 

A single telephone number in the county I'lould improve 
the citizen response time. 

The common telephone number 911 I'lould save considerable 
notification time for the citizens in the county, who 
now have a consult a telephone directory for the se
lection of one or more seven-digit numbers to summon 
help from police, fire, or emergency medical agencies. 
The coin-free telephone should also be considered for 
a 11 pay phones. The matter of a 911 imp 1 ementati on was 
discussed with the Chief Dispatcher, who stated that 
the county \'Ias not considering it at this time. Figure 
4 indicates the time saved during notification for the 
citizen after the installation of 911. 
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RESPONSE CYCLE DEFINITION 

Event Detection Notification DisPiltch 
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I 
RESPONSE CYCLE T It-i I NG HITHOUT 911 I 

I 
I 
\ 

Event Detection Notification Disp."ltch 
I 
I 

I 
Ll_ t z 1:3 

"'" t r 

TIMING HlTH CENTRAL u I SPA TCH AND 911 

Note: From roport of Franklin Institute ReseArch 
Labore) tot" i as on S inr) 10 Emergency Te 1 ephonc 
Number, ,'\<"lrch 1970. 
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Future plans should include a central dispatch center 
for all emergency communications in the county. 

Presently there are three dispatch centers in the 
county operating on a 24-hour per day basis. If 
the 911 common telephone number is implemented in 
the future, it would be cost-effective to combine 
the three operations into one and thus save manpower. 
A combined operation frequently saves response time 
in the handling of messages. Some political problems 
may arise at the, time a central combination is consi
dered, since there are different entities involved. 
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XV. RECOM~1ENDATIONS 

The following specific recommendations are divided into two sections, 
short and long range. The short-range recommendations should provide 
immediate assistance to the Sampson County dispatch effort. The long-range 
recommendations require changes in space, personnel, and technology that 
are not immediately available. ' 

A. Short-range recommendations 

1. Recommend replacing the fire telephone instruments with a 
single mUlti-line instrument. 

2. Recommend rearranging shift schedules of the dispatchers 
for more even hours. 

3. Reco~nend using headsets and radio-telephone switching 
to reduce manual functions. 

4. Recommend that telephone calls pertaining to jail business 
be directly routed to a jail telephone in the jail reception 
area. 

5. Recommend implementation of automatic car status units to 
reduce errors and manual log-keeping. 

6. Recommend moving the logging recorder to the jail reception 
area to provide extra desk space in the dispatch room. 

7. Recommend that a communications manual be published for use 
by dispatch personnel. 

8. Recommend that training in the dispatch office be a part 
of all new officer training. 

9. Recommend that the FCC be contacted to determine if the 
rescue operation on the police frequency is legal. 

B. Long-range recommendations 

1. Recommend moving the dispatch operation to larger quarters, possibly 
to the library building adjacent to the jail when that facility is 
vacated. 

2. Recommend the,addition of one additional dispatcher who would work 
during peak periods. 

3. Recommend the combination of Communications and Records Divisions 
for a smoother report fl ow process. Thi s recommend'ati on shoul d be 
considered when a new Sheriff's office and jail are constructed. 

-17-
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4. Recommend that county offi ci a 1 s start a p 1 anni ng process for the 
implementati6n of the 911 common telephone number, to be installed 
countywide in the early 1980's. 

5. Recommend that county officials consider a countywide centl'al 
dispatch after or to coincide with the 911 implementation that 
would provide tele~hone and dispatch facilities for all agencies 
in the county. 
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SAMPSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 

C OMMUN ICAT IONS DIVIS ION REPORT FOR 

DECEMBER 1977. 
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TAS 
R~Z ----...-J 



IC(~:.;.fLu!'ICATIONS DIVIS ICN ~PORT 
"f 

.IH3S CU3 CALLS: 

I
:;C. DATZ CALLER , PHCNS' CODE UNIT ETC .-~~-~~--~~~'::..------------.::..:...:..:..::::..:..:..::::...-..,;:.-..-----=:...::..::...:::----::..:..;..::~--..!..:..:,.-

'1.5 1, 12'2877 Prp,. Popa 592-79Eh 3 S-l} AV;p 
152 1.22877 Donald Locklear 592-M.l09 1 S-4 JII'n 

1153 122977 Geneva J:lurphy 592-E634 2h S-4 YEP 
1,54 :"22977 nuby :':'1rlo}' . 592-2652: 7 8-2 Jitl 
155 1,22977 ;:Jilma Peterson 592-4269 3 S-4. VEP 

11.,56 1.22977 Jane Pope 592-6301 24 S-4 JFB 
. -:'57 122977 Tv1ozzell-,r,1urphy 532-4364 5 S-12 JFB 

158 1.22977 Unk 564-436$ 19 8-32 JFB 

1159 1,229':/7 Robert Hill 592-$115 9 8-2 RLF 
160 123077 Jane I~':atthis 592-464.0 20 8-1 RLF 
161 123077 Ella Nintz 531-3600 4 S-32 YEP 

li~~ }~'5g~~ Bn~ Ov:ens 6;f-4.279, i0-50 ~=~2 ~h 
164 123077 -,.lilma Gautier 525-4760 16 S-32 AVF 
165 123077 Unk 525-L~836 11 8-32 AVF 

1166 -1231_77 Nanc;;y Goodvlin 529~tt5159 2~. .. 8,-?2 EUi', 
167 }.23'l77 Billy Jones 592-45'72 1().-)0 3-2 'RIJ!' 

'***************~*****************************************************************¥ 

1 .,. 

I 
I 
I ( -r '_~ECBSSARY. CONYINUG ON S3PARATE NUf.lBEP3D) SH:S:1'3) .1 , 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I . ~- .... . ::- :'3 , p "''' -~ ... ", . 

1 
I 
• 
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I APPENDIX B 

I SAMPLE OF DISPATCHERS' SCHEDULE 
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-- -----------
\ .,' i Ii; J ' ~ i. '-...... ~ '. '. ~ "-' ' • l - " 

• J ~ _', ~ , .... " , : .: .. .. ...... . . '" ~ . 

D ISPATC HER TIHE SHEET 
.. 

NONTHDec8mber 19 77 I. , __ , -. , 
D:\TE 01 O? O'~ oh 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12, 1:3 11+ 1 16 17 18 19 

,-
E{ 0 0 12 12 0 1'2 8 12 12 8 8 6 6 8 0 0 (3 RTO-l 0 

~ ,","-,t«=! 'I ,/ -----....-- ) 

111'0-2 r- ei 12 '12 0 12 1.2 0 8 0 0 g 0 6 6 0 12 12 O. '-- . --'" . .... c ...... -.--- t' . 
H.TO-3 c' I g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 8 8' 6 ',6 8 0 0 8 co ,~ 

HTO-1.r 
t. 0 12 12 12 0 12 12 8 0 0 0 8 6 '6 8 12 12 8 
1".'. __ - .. ......., 

, ' 

, 
DATE 20 21 22 2,2 24 :S2 26 27, 2$ 29 30 31 

- " 

nTO-I 1t: (\ 6 0 ",12 12. .0, , -Ii 6 6 R. Q TOTAL 208 o. T~ 48 
" ,--.. ~ - ! . 

HTO-2 
0 0 6 8 

,to 

0 0 8 8 6 6 8 ·1~. TOT ItL 176 O. T. 1.6 -- - -- ..... _- , 

n1'O-J~ 8 6 8 1,2 12 8 0 6 6 8 0 TOTAL 164_ O. T~ ''± - • be -r 1._.~. 

-~ 
.. 

~ 

-, 

HTO-I+ 0 8 6 8 0 0 8 8 6 6 0 12 TOTAL 196 ' 0'. T',; 36 .. -~--!.-.. --' 
To'rAL 754 HOURS , __ .oorl"& '...--.,-

" 

d?J~/~ 
Aaron V. _:c T 

CHIEF DISPA''CCHER 

, I 








